
Let's begin.this issuer of Horizons with a warning. You may find only 
the worst dr perhaps none of the errors corrected. I’m getting off to 
a late start on' the stenciling, the May nailing goes hence at its ear- - 
lie st possible date, and time grows more elusive all the time. Mean— 
while, this js whole-number 102, FAPA number 96,..volume 26, number. 3,.. '
the May, 190:, issue.: I make nb prediction at all about the cover or • 
lack of one,, because I’ve never .been right yet,. Harry Warner; -Jr., . 423,. 
Summit Avenue', Hagerstown, Maryland, 21740, writes and stencils it for •
PAPA and a few hardy non-FAPAns whose-numbers are about to dwindle -per- ,? 
ceptibly if ihey don’t:show more . evidence that they receive and read •• 

j these things. Dick Fney is the lord high duplicator, and eVen less re- 
j sponsible than I ami for anything I may say herein. '

~ . . In the Beginning .. . . •
• - P ' . . ' " The'Fantasy Amateur.

I feel a strong sense of "relief that egoboo poll voters are beginning 
to show some heed.?to quality instead of tradition. But the elation re
sulting f£om my descent to third place 5n the. final standings is ad
ulterated somewhat by another proof of waning influence, that really 
bothers me.'.' Some of FAPA’.s best minds have told,- retold, and inces
santly drummed into my lit era zy ear the fact that it wasn’t the officers 
who refused t6: renew. Ed Martin’s membership and ignored appeals for his 
reinstatement who were really to blame for . his expulsion; instead, I 
was the real culprit because I complained in print but did not write a 
personal letter about it. Behold, only three years later, the waiting 
list is dumped into the same limbo that Martin inhabits, is rescued by a 
brave and bold' official from this disaster, and. the waiting list’s re
sumption of status is accomplished without that personal letter from me 
that was the only thing that could have preserved Martin’s membership. 
In any event, the logic with which the waiting list plot has been unrav
eled is th& finest of its kind since the last Gilbert & SUllivan operet
ta. The Bull Moose; Bill gives no evidence that he minds wearing a 
hearing aid, so I suppose it’s safe to ask a question that has long dis
turbed me. Why do so many people feel conspicuous and unfortunate, be
cause of the need for a hearing aid, while nobody gives a second thought 
to glasses for<poor vision? Hearing probably deteriorates for 'almost as 
many people as vision, yet there is a constant advertising weir going on . 
to persuade folks that this particular product is the lea st likely to be 
noticed, i can think of no explanation In psychology and am inclined to 
blame the hearing aid industry for deliberately ?trying to make users 
self-conscious, in the hopes that these partially deaf persons will buy . 
a slightly smaller device every second or third year. D«mballa; It’s 
encouraging that someone is surprised that I planned to include referen- ■ 

i ces to himself and cronies •? nt he fan history. In all probability, just
■ "fcte opposite reaction will occur for much more obscure fans who will buy

the history solely.for the sake.of findi ng themselves mentioned in print 
and will.then erupt over inability to find any reference 6f the desired ;. 
sort. In the:Jf£rst;volume,. I’ve included one chapter that is a sort of . 
oatchallj basically a tour:around the. nation with at least brief mention 
of the ma|or m civilizations of its largest cities and best-settled 
states^.,.this proc e du ref gets into the work some excellent fans who didn’t 
act spectacularly enough to penetrate other chapters, and. also permits a 
description of'assorted other matters that would have been badly out of 
place in the other-chapters. ’’ The extensive personal s ketches are 
exceptionally welcome, aside from their historical importance. I wish 
that everyone would immediately proceed to do the same thing about a . 
half-dozen fans lie knows best, in this way, we would preserve in print 
so many fascinating things that would otherwise be,restricted to convert



sation’s short life. ,4s. for those. Roy Hunt oilSj -I can think of a quick 
and inexpensive way-.-to let JAPA members enjoy them. Borrow someone’s 
movie camera, and.let it. run for five seconds while? aimed at each of 
those paintings. When the film "is developed?, cut apart the frames, at-^ 
ta ch t hein to Dambal la ’ s page s wi th stajgp hinge s, and advi se al 1 FAPAns 
to invept: in good,,,high-powered magnifying glasses. . A Prqpos de Rien: 
I wish I were youhg again. At my age, I couldn’t possibly do anything 
as brilliant' as Susan-’s typo in her reference to Freud, ’’quantitatita-- 
tive”. ” ’ Canadian tv is out of Hagerstown’s range but I’ve been lis
tening a lot to Canadian ;radio stations, particularly .CBM. .The 'freedom 
from commercials, the adventurous programing and the;'unpretentious/ 
presentation of quite highbrow stuff are a great relief.- Best of all 
is whatvhap^eps after about IJa/.m.: nothing but music interrupted by \ 
brief. ^hQundemenfs“dnly-once or twice-ah ..hour. Not even any identif
ication of titles or composers,, just.good music. Themis: lust think, 
I hesitated, over .the long article -in'the last Hori zons, fearing that I 
might have bean too;- frank J This goes most of the way to explaining 
the yehamqnce of Curt’S outlook. If he!’d like to-return among us.,. now 
that he’s made it-alL.public, I’d like to put my signature at.the .top 
of a petition to bypas.s, the normal-waiting list procedure. I hope 
that I .detect signs to the effect-that; Curt enjoys?certain phases of 
his troubles because of. the opportunity to groan about them* . That 
headll^it’dimming matter, for instance: surely it, would' be easy to get 
a neighborhood garage,.to rig up a switch on the dashboard, at next to ' 
no gost, . ’ Curt• charges me with prejudice against the brass ihstru- 
mentis,"..then proceeds tq overlook them in his search for the source of 
t h^-.nor malscale.- The manner, in -which various, tones can be produced’ 
by.lhcredses of air pressure in a trumpet or' French horn must .have had 
a major role in determining the scale foimation for European musici '

I reiiember vividly my first hearing of Beethoven’s Fifth. It.was . 
during;•& performance oh the old Walter Damrosch music appreciation ' 
hqur,.,' Irecall some of ?his. remarks about it. He likened the. - 
secpnd^movement to. a .stroll in a large garden, where every so often 
you cams across the statue of a great hero. The, mysterious passages 
ejush before the.fiiiale was like the thoughts-that run through your " 5 
igind when you wake in the middle of ths night?with worries over a ■'? ; 
critical matter. ’ * The foxm of si ck humor-t hat Cupt discusses has ': 
al-way s; seemed to. me. to b'e disrespectful to the person'who makes the\ : 
remark, not to the ,historical personage‘to whom it ib made. ’’Other • 

-.than that^-JMrs, Lincoln,-how di d you enjoy the .play?”, for example, : :
y .iq a sardonic "Commentary on the inane hnd'vulgar questions -that jour- J- 

-,rnaliSts who should know better, ask at press, conferences today. : 
-7A.11 these.^remarks about Bill Rotsler’S' failure to stand Up.?,during the 

:,\natidhal anthem, bit not a single reference to the fact that...one good 
•7'short story exists bn the subject.,; I forget the title, but.it’s by'-^- 

r.1 Algernon Blackwood, appears in a volume cont-aining a number of fantaisy 
shorts, and the fellow who remains seated turns put'tbt'.haye-.lost; his-x.

■?■<..lags in the servicre of'his.nation., Ranger B Status- Bulletin: JUst-^ ;
^think-' what.?-an editor: would have done - a quarter-century ago, with et-j-i 

. ” science fi ction story that told of a moon rocket’s ^adventures in this 
\^sort of" language. ’’Unconvincing” is the adjective, that every editor' 
'.j- Would have used., Incidentally, I would like to. pr'dtest eveil: at this 
‘ ■’late date the timing of the--release of those .moon photographs'. The--

r . .midnight press conference like .to drove us bqts St'-the offiqa. Where"vre 
^werer making -.up the front.page.i.bbfore' we knew .'for sure we’d, get a modh 
pic tube on the wirephoto, machine before deadline" and if,, so, .whs t size. 
It arrived just in time’, but. we never did tell, our readers, that the



crosses; and Ts were not things scattered over the moon’s surface. The’ 
caption,.didn’t reveal their purpose and 1 had.read too many science fic
tion stories to be. sure that,they were-manmade ob jects. Horizons:., 'frith' 
the best, ofintentions'; :I didn’t get the -lower case i repaired in time 
for stenciling .this issue. ’ If,the:-upper case-1 had begun to fade away, 
it wouldn’t be as hard to understand.- Synapse..Ken Maynard was my sec
ond-favorite .cowboy, right'behind Buck Jones, but I’ll be blessed if I 
ever heard of Tex-Maynard. I remember Tom Tyler as Tim Tyler but. that 
probably cones from confusion with. the comic strip.. A second or third 
cousin of Ken is guidanc e counselor at a high school ten miles from Hag
erstown.,, possessor of the same name and infinitely grateful when he 
finds someone who is impressed. ’’ The fan. who doesn’t want his' son :. 
to be a. fan. be.cause his own parents disliked his fanning is Jim Avery, 
who shoved me into publishing Spaceways. The. younger Avery produced 
at least one issue, of a fanzine and was fairly active among the neo
fans a couple of years ago. . ’’ The reasoning about space flight 
that I recall best from T.' O’Conor Sloane went like this: after 30 years 
of airplanes, nobody has gone higher than 15 miles, so won’t it take 
500,OOQ. years to get. high, enough to land on the moon? ’’ The worst mo
ment with misused language recent-ly. came in a crowded, office, not in the 
news room where people are tolerant, when a girl asked..me how to spp 11 
copulation-. ■’’Copulation?" I asked, trying to avoid, a blush and uttering 
the word three, times as. loud as intended. "Yes, " she said. "Copula
tion,^ like a population of all the supplies you have' on hand." Null-F: 
Even, if.I know people with tastes exactly similar to mine, I don’t itha- 
gine thpt' ,I.’,d. feel, .impelled to seek more like, us' and. foim a community. 
Common :tast-e&- are fcapdly a justification., for t_he huddling that may . 
cause tastes to. change suddenly, just'because, yod;.dislike the way the 
bosom pal nextdoor burns trash while your wash is opt on the line to 
dry. ’1 I had brief impulse to make a big fuss over the Moskowitz re
print publication, .'contrasting its success in gaining activity credit 
with the. .Martin instance... But then I recognized the fact thdt the Mos
kowitz., credit Was p. case of . .an official’s judgment, a decision, that it 
represented ;spme work in compiling. Offhand I can’t imagine what it was 
meant to prove,: except perhaps the half-dozen items that were on top of 
the nearest folder pn- the filing cabinet, or a demonstration, of how dull 
the material was in old-fan zines. But the judgment ,was made and can’t 
be disputed as the\ downright refusal to obey the rules that occurred in 
the Martin deci si on.- ’’ . There are at least two reasons unmentioned in 
this .mailing'that- would, justify retention of the waiting list. The 
waiting list .expulsion' is supposed to occur because names were placed at 
the... proper place pp the egoboo poll ballot, and there wasn’t nearly en»- 
ough room there to list more than fifty names. Moreover, there is ex
ternal evidence- to indicate that some who voted against the entire wait
ing list ,did not participate in the- egoboo poll as the constitution, says 
they shall. ’ ’ Ted may think he ’s liking more and more less and. less. , 
j&Zz. ,,But I believe that he’s finally growing aware of the basic limi
tations of this type- of music and .he ’ ll become a serious music enthusi
ast almost any month now. The, review Tn this issue points to. this in ; '. 
several places. ■ The Rambling Fap,: Does California mine' the old roads 
every time a. freeway is- opened? From the complaints about the super
highways,, i gather that some such situation prevents motorists from us-. . 
ing the ’slower and less heavily crowded, old roads. Maryland and sur
rounding-states are more enlightened, fortunately. , The other day, I had 
to go .to Falls Church, Va^, a city that still survives despite the total 
obscurity-into which it has fallen since its only prominent inhabitant 
moved to-,:New York. City. I didn’t feel like..the excitement provided, by 
Route 40 and Interstate 70, so I used the back way through Virginia, a 
few miles longer and no wider than two lane for 95^ of the distance. I



exivountereu another car no oftener than once per mile,, until the minar- :•■' 
ets and- drawbridges of Falls OhUrch; loomed ahead,, and still arrived iri t •' 

. less -than two. hours’ time, perhaps ten minutes behind- the, travel time .7 ‘ 
that the modern route would have1 required. .Phantasy Preas:. I can under-' 
stand,,,Dan’ s'emotions toward George Metzger. But I hardly s-ha-ra' them.- I- 
feel toward George-something- like my sentiments toward.many famous per- : 
sonages in history and -characterslin literature: I couldn’t stand to 
have them in thef house very long but I love to read about them while 
they're, safely confined to the printed, page.. ' Safari: Guilt and a - ■ 
sense .-of J nexorable destiny- were' my pr<np ipal, reactions’- to thi s. Is the- -' 
fan...history':project entangled with a complicated curse that causes its 
writer tojbreak bones and its publishers.to recede from active fandom?
’’ How-many Hannes Boks were-the re, anyway? Th© one • described by Earl, 
the one-who wrote' so bitterly about fans and fanzines, the hermit Bok-, -* 
and how many others of whom I’m totally unaware? I imagine that we’ll r 
now get-all sorts of memorial projects,... too late to benefit an artist 
who apparently liked sincere admiration. .Kim Chi: I’m as helpless as 
a woman when-.something goes wrong with th© car. My failure to learn 
basics ••■ of- repairing it is something like the reasons for my failure to' 
file ©tuff away; neatly, it’s easier to spend a-while hunting something - 
once in a long .while, than it is to devote some minutes each day to put
ting it where'I may find it. more promptly. I’ve had-to' call for help 
twice -in; 15.-years as a driver apd I gqt the car started by intuition be- ; : 
fore the. tow truck arrived on one of those two occasions.1. ..Those delays 
were notjaearly as troublesome/as the .process of learning'the mysteries ; 
of the -motor would be. If 1 faced a drive across the desert monthly, or 
entered.; auto : races, obviously I'd have a different attitude. : snicker
snee: My first .FAPA mailing did not embed itself. n memoryoas-firmly as 
my firstihearingiof■ a Beeth-oyen symphony. I can’t remember the arrival 
of the mailing/or the actual- process of reading it. All that I/recall 
is a general- emotion of■ disappo^ntrnent. No wonder; it was.perhaps the 
worst mailing-of all that I've since received. Jack. Chapman Mj skis had 
persuaded me>to join FAJA-y and I couldn’t understand how a person of : 
his good judgment could find anything to recommend ^n that- scrawny as— 
sortmqpt j-of -jF.uturian. hate -sheets, illegible hect©graphed magazines, and 
a few ...propaganda leaflets that had no association with anything but . 
leftist.midyements. Why -Not:-; ' I fail to feel strong emotion over the Hu
gos. .. So. few fans bother to vote that they can’t inean much to fandom at
large.1 . suspect that too much fussing over categories or authority 
will result in abandonment of-the things altogether. My own instinct 
would "be tor throw away all the theorizing and start over with the simp
lest pps^Lbfle approach: a ballot composed of five-lines on which the 
fan lijSts /thepeople or things he believe© should .get Hugos. The commit
tee counts up the votes and-awards five Hugos to the leaders, no matter 
$hat categories, even if more than one involves the sans individual or ' 
if all .five-are i n the same category.; ” If the. WSFS constitution is 
copied correctly here, it contains a bad ambiguity. In one paragraph 
about_eQnyention site choice, "rotation shall be resumed tte following 
year" Is. used-; in the next paragraph, it says "the rotation shall re-, 
sums the,-following year*!, and these paragraphs ape supposed to provide 
directly-, opposite procedures as tradition and one-lrjiustratt©^ •’’
Why should faps who have no intent to go to a convention, "support" it by 
sending.it money? The things-always.'make a profit, apd it * s silly for the 
fans wh6_don’t enjoy the event to provide the finances for the profit. ' 
Asp; rl^aybe he doesn’t want the truth broadcast, but FAFf has another 
charter ■member of SAPS in addition to Sneary. It’s Redd.. Boggs. Coslet, 
I believe,, was the last. SAPr charter member to/ leave' FABA.- ’? Bill 
Thai ling -.collected old newspapers, although he may have, done so just so



ne could clip out the comic strips. I suggested .to ■ him a potential
. -source of supply: a Cleveland firm that microfilms for many newspapers. 

J^A11 tlle time, there are newspapers that ship tons of old editions out 
; '.to be copied and frequently the newspapers are not returned, since the 
---publishers are reluctant to pay freight and have them cluttering up the 

building again. ’’ Just this once, I. might as well break my rule 
against one-person remarks in the mailing comments and explain that the 
episode on tape that puzzled you at the Kujawa home was a fragment. from 

; Chekhov’s The Sea Gull. I’d explain to the rest of the audience, if it 
weren’t for the jinx that strikes at chain tapes as soon as they:are 
publicized. Moro jo Appreciation: The only consoling thing about this 
very sad news is my knowledge that I could think of nothing but good to 
say of Morojo in the fan history manuscript, written before I learned 
of her death. In fact, a few of the Ackerman sentences in this publi
cation are as close to unkind remarks about her as anything I’ve ever 
seen in any fanzine.- ’’ It is a gruesome thing to speculate ,about, 
but I imagine that when one leaves a body to research,, only the parts 
of it that would interest the research people are removed..- In this--i. 
case, it would have obviously been internal organs, so no;JegRiMamnjn 
with the whole body at the graveside would be necessary;" 'The' Surveyor 
Project: Of course, it’s heresy, but the cutaway photograph, with lab
els of the Surveyor spacecraft reminds me of nothing so much as one of 
Rube Goldberg’s better machines. Self-Preservation: The episode with 
the fuel ^ine.s-sounds like the summer afternoon when I returned home un
expectedly xJast- year and caught two men in--a hole in my lawn. It turned 
out that Phey weren’t hunting my fallout shelter but were putting, in'a' 
new watis^^te^^/The:old.meter was in the cellar, two times out of-.';? ' . 
thrge- i^n^i ’t '^O^e. when the man came to read it, and he would leave a ■ 
little ^qardv ofi''^^ch I-’would mark the result of my own reading. Some-. . 
^o^ ^^ocQity depi,ded^ijmight-be; cheating even though the city got in of-< 
ten-enqqghjto-eliminate that possibility. So two men worked three days 
■to.instaJl'that m&^r "under my lawn and a metal plate leading to it only 
slightly^snlaller^t^aflii a manhole cover. They made the quarterly reading 
frorn^p..tmthe"fall afiS. then they, pame back this winter and couldn’t ey-' -v 
en fifths J^ter ilndep :the.;snow." -IJow I. must-..re plant the lawn because..
the turfvthey Sqcaref^ijly replacedfdidn’t grow properly, f.’ ’ Trading • '
stamps -^om the-A&P 'sounds ■•like an act against nature. It’s just about ' 
the onlyrchhin" thptvdpe sn ’ t give'..stamps in.. Hagers town. On the H & C ■
game, I remember that either the; hit 'or the crack was delivered with a - 
chop of., jthgf outer -edge of the hand. Morepvery -either beside-the letter 
or somewhere' on t he package was a figure that determi ned: how ..-many wha nk3 
were to bpi"administeredSercon ’ s Bane: If the terminology, of "member
ship". in\a top  ,i s false, .Twe. should -get rid of the procedure that causes 
the misunderstanding. '.S^ili..ticke..ts of admission in advance, don’t try 

people wpo-won’t be there, and make the events non—
Profit in reality as welt ®S ih theory. Serenade: Bergeron is correct 
when he says {that rt is . pot ebu!stomary to ask permi ssion to quote from a 
fannish. item. But; my experience, has been that a request for permission 
to reprint^something ih.:full Is."normally made only to the editor or 
writer who hps ;;just- published the item. Repeatedly, my old fanzine 
stuff has been..reprinted without advance warning, once, or twice without 
specific infq'rmatioh on how long ago it was written. ?Bill Evans is the 
only fan within memory who made sure first that I didn’t mind. I’m not 
afraid to see. inwprint again anything I’ve Witten in the past, but I 
do lite to be sure that the readerswill understand that the thing is 
old enough to account for possible changes in opinions or writing style 
over intervening years. Secret Agent 8X: This will undoubtedly get



■'•J

blasted unmercifully.- But after feeling an impulse to do likewise, I 
tpok another look at it. Now I believe that it would be very funny if 
re stenciled by someone who can create a firm and steady line. Wraith: 
Here I thought that Ural. Ballard in Seattle would turn into someone . 
like the average Seattle fan. And this, publication instead gives a .

, film impression that he’s becoming a northern version bf Bill Rots lor.
" Every time that the; tape arrives from^farri expect to hear him start 

put by saying that he’s bought a camera. The Silver Spring, &c.: : in
gratitude is' always an unpleasant attribute, but never’so nasty as when 
it emanates from an otherwise impeccable fan. We arrange for the warm
est winter in many years for Ron Ellik, and he goes on like this about 

-the temperature, which never got b.elow a slight chill-, and the snow, 
which always stopped before it reached two feet in depth. ’’ I prefer 
to- live with the- ’’■blackball'* provision, after dll that has happened. It 
might be impossible to get rid of a really'unacceptable waiting -lister, 
with, only the majority vote provision, now that RAPA .is. divided into 
cliques. Take into account the number of members who wouldn’t vote on 
anything arid the other members who will vote against anything favored 
by certain other members and^yic/ewversa, and you see what could happen. 
° Why worry about :t'he-sbufce of ’’Ori Earth the broken arcsj in Heaven 
thhrperfect nound” when there is a much superior line in. this very 
mailing? That is, of course, Lee’s "Unfortunately, just the Saturday 
be'f'ore, I. had plastered up all the mouse-holes for the winter." 
Queebcon.Countdown: This , mention must serve as comment on all the end
less quantities of Queebcpn publications floating around in this bun
dle. -I enjoyed them.much more than the average one-shot, although I 
refuse to believe that they were stenciled in. this hectic manpe-r that, 
the now tradition claims... Bantopon: .Everyone, should begin immediately
to..try hard' to. remember these two poems when egoboo polling occurs next 
wip^er and there comes that thought that well, there isn’t any good po-< 
etry. published in FA PA that deserves votes. I’d like-to try to set to 
music =Summer. Something good might be done by a vocalist who knows how 
to sing properly the w sound that begins so many key words. ” Ruth 
is on©:of the few. young people; I know who show plain evidence of gain- 
ing?rnew abilities, to augment the considerable bld ones through college. 
It takes , special talents to write a comparative piece like the Swift- 
Baum article,- without sounding dry or forced. Avanc: Maybe it’s my 
imagination, but the r.Quit seems different. ... There are some pages of 
this, i.ssue that inflint no mortal insult nor divine scorn on other 
Cuiti^ta<(f It-wasn’t like that a year or two ago when I was receiving 
quitV a,'^ew Fantasy Rotators^ ’’’ The Scithers conreport is welcome, 
as one of the- few that have reached me involving the Pacifi con. The 
conreport may indeed by a yantsh.ing folk art, as some have speculated. 
But it might simply mean that‘many persons, who went’ to the Pacificon 
were So„intent on possible massacres and pogroms that they didn’t sop 
up enough impressions to. write lengthy reports. In any event, there . 
should be.some sort of action taken on a.gentleman’s agreement to take 
too much duplication out of cpnreportis.. That is, it seems superfluous 
six months .after the event to. read the. basic facts, such as the exist
ence Of;jri Winer-tasting, session and the names of the Hugo winners. It 
might he possible, to reach agreement on a cutoff date after which the .. 
factuaT&tqrial. of thi s type, could be edited out of'conreports, on the 
theory thqt'everyone isaware of them by now through repetition. ’’ 
Why take-^ot'^Uci^ ^ith business .■se-ssiOn.'-chairmeri "and risk frequent weak 
ones? -L;:-^Sprague.-de Camp seems to have satisfied almost everyone, the 
years that he did it, and I believe Scithers would become an equally 
accepted holder of the duties every year he could attend the world- 
con.



- • '■ Fortytude . . . ■ ' .

A fanzine' editor wanted a few paragraphs about one of the best-known 
FAPA members. While I was leafing through the fan history notes about 
him, I discovered that this is the year, that he has his 50th birthday. 
It was one'of the few cheering events of this dreary winter, the reminder 
that there are a scattering of fans even more ancient than my 42 assem
bled years. Then came the new FA PA. mailing. Chuck Hansen comes right 
out and adnitsthat he’s also 50, Curt Janke refers to his 48 years, Bob 
Silverberg realizes that, his mature self is doing just the things tha.t 
his teen-age self expected, and-.there are other references to the pas
sage of time. This is immeasurably consoling. For several years, r’d 
come to fear that I was the only fan approaching an indubitably middle
aged condition instead of lurking on the borderline between that status 
and youth. Now it remains to determine if other fans are pestered by 
the same queer (in a disclaim©red sense) •forebodings and changes in at
titude as I’ve been experiencing these last few years. :

For instance, am I the only aging member of this assemblage who has 
found an •increasing tendency to calculate impartially and coldly various 
matters with the probable remaining number of years still left as a maj
or factor? Of course, some of us plan.for death almost as Soon as we 
start to earn a living, by the purchase of a retirement plan or a deci
sion to buy a house immediately so that, the mortgage will be paid off by 
the time retirement age arrives. But it’s different when the forties 
are at hand. Not long ago I read an article about oil burners distrib
uted by the firm that sells the fuel for 423 Summit Avenue. It said ■ :
that with average care, an oil- burner should give about 25 years' of use
ful service. This statement would have left me unmoved a decade ago.; 
Now it has saddened me immeasurably, for immediately I did mental ar it h- 
metic to disc ever that the burner I purchased five years ago might j!oin 
the wonderful one-hoss shay in the- happy hunting grounds of machinery. . 
when I am -'in my early si xties. If I haven’t broken away from this 
house, I might -face the expense of a new oil burner with little prospect 
of enjoying'its benefits for very many years. Each prediction from a . 
scientist'Shout the timetable for landing on the planets used to cause 
a general Sense of 0 boy I: can hardly wait. Now I frown and realize 
that it rs becoming a race against time for at least one science fiction 
fan. When a Stranger comes into the house for the first time and sees 
the rather large record collection, the standardized reaction is a query 
about when- I find: time to listen to all of them. The sensible reply is 
to ask the visitor hew he finds time to pay visits to all his friends 
and acquaintancesi But internally, an involuntary computing procedure - 
resumes; manipulating the number of records, the length of time required 
to play the average record, the number of years that may ranain, and the 
grimly low figure that is left, if for some reason I wanted to play ; 
through my entire collect!on es many times as possible in listening time 
from now until the end. , . ' .. . - <

Somewhere I have explained my one experience with'psi powers and 
the howling terror that shook me. up .during each of the fairly successful 
tests. . Nan Share, who was working with me, assured me that this all-out 
fright is a normal although inexplicable ©motion for experimenters., rI’m 
not too sure now that the fright is so ..hard to figure out. Subconscious
ly, do we recoil from the horrible possibility that our experiments will 
conquer not only space but also time and tell us the time and circumstan
ces in which we shall die? Fortunately, it’s easy to think about the ; 
probabilities of longevity with the consolation that we’re doing it the ■ 
logical way, by inspecting the laws of probability, with their loopholes 
and exceptions. There is nothing in particular to lead me to believe



tnat I should expect either an unusually short or an abnormally long 
.life« If a malignancy or blood clot within my body as I type this sten- 
■cil is destined to prevent this issue of Horizons from appearing I have 

’ ??sr?a<2^-^2 Relieve in its existence.....:_B.ci ence could conjure up an an-
■?? tbe a&inS process within my lifetime that will give me an ar

tificially lengthened existence, but there is no real basis for .trusting 
. ln•?£*?*• Tte custOinary guide to one’s potential lifespan,- the birth and 
death ^dates', of manbers of the family, I© ambiguous in my case. My:'mbth- 
er died.in her:-fifties~but her sisters and most’members of the previous^•’ 
Sc^J^tipn of her-family have been long-lived. My-father's people;’have ' K 
ied in middle age, ; for -the most part; but my father himself and his"'' r x';

father before him died at the age listed in the Bible, 70, of .the'same ' ' 
cause....My low blood pressure reduces the probability that I. shall be' 

. e generation to die of a cerebral hemorrhage, but this condition 
might, .also tend to prevent me from. reaching -the age of 70. Equally am- • 
biguoup is the evidence provided, by my current physical condition. I am ' - 
rax*c^v/]^c^’. Sharp contrast to the bronchial troubles that I had when ■ 
a child and the: tremendous headaches that incapacitated me at aUer ‘ : 
period. I average on© cold a year now, have been nauseated only once in 
■ hf ?aSt years, haven’t missed wjfc due to sickness in eight years 
^&r,kaven t teen sick in bed since 1943. On the other hand, T.’m. fachy- 
cardiac, hardly a situation that, would be helpful in case• of severe nhv- 
S1 caJ or emotional problems,, I’m underweight sufficiently to give me ’a 

ifeServe_of strength in case I should encounter •tuberculosis bF r 
something equally taxing, and my acquisition of broken bones from each 
9 tav°;falis seems to point to extreme brittleness of. bone, not ’
a desirable situation as the years pass and the danger of pneumonia -dur

an incapacitation from.an accident increases. At .the roughest of ‘:' 
l?+i°+k? as I should live until my middle or late sixties. ’ 

doesn’t..terrify me as much as it would-ifi. we re certain 
face abnormally early deatfr or that. I don’t-possess :a .pre-/ 

ciuusriittle gene that will see me up-to the brink of my,100th birthday.
?$ whatever the future-actually holds, it’s reasonable-to assume ° 

not 5nclude as many years; as I’ve. already expbri-
•r °-u.ca11 b safely count on more than a couple dozen more: years;, if 
I should, be -fortunate enough to escape a middling-early\gfave.- This isr 
Constantly pressing, more firmly out of the subconscious into- the-.boh- - 
®c.i?us .J?T* ®-f my life. I think that it must account for an odd 'little'; 
notion that. I-had intended to turn into a separate .article in thi s Hof- 3 
te^>vS° 3°U W°n * tile a:rticle> because I quickly realized that few 
MIA members would: care .- enough,about the matter to thipk -out an answer/-' 
As-air illusc,ration of how approaching old age shows up, here’s the idea 
in brief j ' ... ... .. . • ■ •> - • . A •

Suppose that you somehow got an opportunity to go. to any past year 
contact any great composer ydu chose, and.-could take along 

a_ portable-tape recorder with one set of batteries capable-of operating 
£Or S° -.-Whom would you choose to visit and vhat would yod'put 

ph tape? : No cheating-rabout altering the past, understand; you’d be re
quired t° give some convincing explanation about the reeordi ngi devi ce 

you’d get your 20 hours of recording instead of . frittering away 
the coni poser to finish a symphony or choose a 

rrf -kt?1’ . ibretto.^ I think that I would want to talk with Mozart. But I 
fimply uah:’t_ begin to decide what I’d do with the tape recorder. Would 
¥ 9®e it to bring back to 196.5 authentic performances .of Mozart\by Moz- 
J^J -af.?lanist2 organist apd violinist? .Or would I devote the. tape to.' 
vn * fj " • -T3 » . T on all the things we’d like to know: about, his life and
2x5, ■ -P^t Mozart as an improvisor has such a reputation.that this prb- 

be a Wiser choice for the' life of the batteries. Or it ..



. migh;t prove mpre instructive to refrain'from the obvious and devotethe 
. tape, to matters not involving Mozart himself , but to things that would 
solve.problems involving the interpretation of his. music: how much orna- 
n?nJn^nn- 1 W singers of his day indulge in, was the general pacing 
of music nn performance appreciably faster than it is today were ter
race dynamics so customary that writers, of the- time don’t bother to men
tion- the_practice?. .My inability to decide what I would do under this 
•impossible set of circumstances could be symptomatic of my. failure to

. take a film stand on a special course of action to follow in the real 
years aheado, : f
. - J don’t.know if the other antiquated FAPAns^are as sorely beset bv 
gnawing suspicions about the effects of old age as I am. More and more, 
1,catch myself woriymg about something that is meaningless except for 
possible importance as a preliminary indication of one of the attributes 
°i , Last week, there was the afternoon when I couldn’t think
of the word that denotes the procdss of getting rid of a ghost through 
religious ritual. The harder I searched my memory for the word, the 
S%htUbb°rn\y did "communicate" offer itself as’the desired word,

nd .the more alaimed did I become. I have undergone this word-searching 
o^cain a long while for several years and each Ume I imagine that this 

bbe_start o:f> the aphasia that is so embarrassing for many persons 
^aa^K ?earS‘ Fortunately, the disappearance of a word has not oc- 
biiS iZ^^.mcreasuig frequency as yet, so it’s probably safe to attri- 
"exorHaai* worse ,t?an an obscure neurosis or engram. But when
thJt T’fl^o my mind, after all that hunting, I found 
□.{J?. ? d forgotten completely why I had wanted that word. Then there is 

that I maintain to spot instantly the fi rsV signs of ser- i-oasly slowed reactions. So far, I’ve not discovered any positive evi- 
creasing at'a mtaVh’i- In faff’ 1 believe that experience has been in- 
reactibn tLa *t that ?OTe than comPensates for any slight change in 
reaction time, in recent years I’ve had fewer critical situations as a 
thie means that 1^ breed of motorists has been gaining in commonsense-, 
st^cS?whi]o hbina allowing myself to get into difficult circum- 
ye^s 'to test There hasnTt been anything in recent
S entiSelv i S a?lllty at a large scale, such as undertaking
an entirely new type of work or taking a course in night school r>i+ t^ntaFflexibn^toa?^“she™ up on 
cumstSces? Peo?l= a? Ih""f .«»«•« adapt suddenly to different oir-- 
tnnd -mA ’ ab bhe hospital tell me that T- swung into the ron— •*stav. m°St Persons suddenly involved in a long •'
since- tte lb “UCa easier to change my ways at the office8 ; -

V °r ^arrived than some younger persons, two of whom.-havealready quit simply because they were set in their old’ways of dojng

involve! S?ns4n w^ch'I’m definitely demonstrating a treit of :old age 
of time th-ink-^no- ahn S nO denying that I spend increasing amounts 
qPr>t1DO hinking about the past, talking about it, and viewing the ore- 
tSs F+y thl“8SAeS t0 be- The on^ ^ut .
me Mavbe i ft lob mQfe of tbe past than there used to be^ fm*-. 
ri.f>’+kMaybe som® °f this growing habit can be written Off as’ the effect to XFirFndVLiA; -ternt0 WOTk °n- If 1 So liVtonfenoU 
that condition dTL ^ff f of the loathesome attributes oF
ing of ye?y ?Uch afraid that it will be the ; ultimate fail-?:
afflicted mZ 1ii reminiscing. The most unfortunate.. symptom of this- has... ..

meTh?i ?y is s^Ply worse now thah it used to- be, not
consists of reluctance-to destroy-or dispose of anv- 

heayal0?^?0!?^?^11 PaSJ°^ About once a yearb with an emotional up-
Sival that lasts for days, I force myself to get rid of some totally

driver.



useless possession. ; .Bit he r immediate1-y'-or ai cei* a long 1 u. ■ -■
variably -aiffer' the utmost remorse. Maybe I mentioned in Horizons .years 
ago?the awful consequences of the toy cannon. It was in the way in a 
closet, r had not put a small firecracker 5n the breach and impelled the 
walnut-sized rubber ball-across a lawn, since fireworks were banned in 
Haggrstown, and on that memorable night I put it out with the tin cans. 
Tpr-ee.days later, I was the only person in Hagerstcwn haunted by a toy 
cast--iron cannon. I still don’t know how I restrained myself from going 
to the town dump and beginning a filthy search for the cannon. . An exam
pie of delayed—action regrets is the five-foot stack of Radio Guides I 
left behind during the move from .303 Bryan Place. I didn’t want them, . 
it would have taken a .quarter-hour to cart them down from the attic and 
burn them, and I didn’t give-them any more thought for several years. 
Th£n..radio fandom sprang, up in general fandom, it interested me enough 
to, start collecting tapes of the old days ^’n radio, and I realized what ,■ 
a treasure had been lost. For the younger members of the audience, I .
should explain that TV Guide, is a puny, worthless parallel to Radio . 
Guide. The, latter was a Variety-sized, plump publication that must have 
containe-d three.times the number of pictures and ten times the wordage ' 
of .today’s, publication. It would have provided even me with enough nos- 
talgia,fue.l to last the rest of my life. Against all probability, I am . 
unwilling to admit that my mistake in abandoning those magazines had the 
obviouSlcpnsequencesi ;My old landlord came visiting the other Sunday '■ 
evening, I wanted to a^k him if by any chance there were still a lot of 
old"radio magazines: on the attic of that house, and I didn’t dare to 
settle the pq? nt. (if they were too much trouble for. me to take away, 
conceivably later tenants might have put off from year to year the dis
posing ,of;; them.) It was unnecessary cowardice forme to avoid the que
ry} babbuse^yet another escape hatch remains* My father was very nearly 
as fond,, Ofhanging ont o things as I am. It would have been like him to . 
stuff all those Radio Guides into, a large pasteboard carton and bring 
them along?to-423 Summit Avenue. On the attic of 423 Summit Avenue are 
a few large,pasteboard cartons that haven’t been opened since the move.
I suppose^that I’ll get around to .investigating the contents of most of 
them sori^'day, but for* the sake, of enfeebled hope, I i magina tha t. i’ll 
allow one" large.carton to remain in unopened c ondi tion to, my dying day.

But . there is really no excuse other than inevitable senile whims 
for moat of„the .stuff, that I keep. I have no particular interest in the 
amateur■;<tage' and.present duties don’t give me time to cover the little 
theater grpupjin Hagerstown. Nonetheless; I’ve saved every.theatrical 
program accumulated iduri ng the. 20 years that I was drama, criti c. if I 
buy something,, that homes packed in a large box, it means that the re
maining amount of space, on the attic has just suffered attrition. With 
the best.intentions in the world, I never carry out.to fruition the act 
of throwing away a large box in which I might at some nebulous future . 
day pack away an undefined object for some'unimaginable reason. (Pack
ing awaysomething • is .only slightly less'heretical than throwing it 
away, as the years pass. It’s much more comfortable, the knowledge that 
anything fn the hpp.se. is obtainable with a little digging *nto piles and 
stacks of clutter.-^ There is something depressing and cemetery-like 
about objects that, are shut off from the -air and light by the walls and 
tops and bottoms., of -boxes.) Nowadays, the only real diaspora of my pos
sessions;-ocriurs, at-the office. . Bvery so often; the' desk:gets completely 
full, my-request, forra new desk is denied on the theory that that it 
would get~filled up soon1 anyway;’ and then .the re IS nothing to do but use 
the wastebasket. Usually, I end up by carting home three-fourths of the 
stuff from the desk drawers that I threw away, as a result of reconsid
eration before the janitor?'empties the trash. • / -

I’ve tried to .keep the growing preoccupation with the past from too



oy^rWheaifling a . proiainence in. fahac. The fan history i's too big to be 
explained away .readily. But it’s something that I was asked to do , a 
beginning that helps to excuse, it,* and* it is the only opportunity of my 

- life toc use noblesse oblige as an alibi: without really intending things
.to work out that way, I have drifted into the situation of representing 
personal experience in the past quarter-century of fandom, a collection 
Of. background materials that I haven’t thrown out, and enough freedom 

■ from family obligations to. devote lots of time to work on fan history, 
the principal necessities for anyone who wants to .embark on such a pro

; ,ject. There is also, the fact that my earliest fanni sh wri tings were al
most entirely devoted to the past in one way or another, for reasons

. that I hope to determine when I cross the great beyond and have more 
ready access to eternal verities than at present; at least, I’m not in

; dulging in a new habit whei I slip into yet another article about how 
things used to be contracted with the way they are today. But it’s a

■ hard. struggle, to shift gears, in the middle of an loc when I suddenly 
'realize that everything up to. the start of the second page has been 
remarks arising from the that reminds me syndrome. At family orgies, I 

' am mercifully free from concern over becoming a nuisance with preoccu
pation over the things, tint have gone before. Despite my fanni sh anti
quity, I’m still almost the youngest representative of my. immediate 
family, so I can relax, secure in the knowledge that aunts and uncles 
will chew over old events so vigorously that I won’t get,.a chance to 
try my own hapd at this occupation. At work, I’m rather valuable and 
carefully protected as a repository of knowledge about the past three de
cades in Hagerstown, now that all the other members of the staff with 
equal memories have retired, quit?;or shifted to other journalistic du
ties. That leaves, me required mainly to watch my tongue, when talking 
with friends and acquaintances who may. not be as interested as they 
should be in the fact that downtown Higers town had five inusic stores 
only a few years ago compared with one such store today, or my pride at 
my ability to remember Otterbein Thum, the best-dressed Hagerstonian a 
generation ago but almost 'forgotten now. I’m not normally the sort of 
Person who remembers someone for his apparel, but Otterbein was differ
ent; for the manner in which he had been totally penniless his entire

’ life, was usually half-starved, and yet never yielded a thing to Beau 
Brummel. ' 7

. If I’m taking care not to be top great a nuisance about the past, 
I wish someone would return the compliment and try to figure out a way 
for me to feel confidence that my worst nightmare involving old age. 
doesn’t tum into a horrifying reality. . Otter people who are growing 
old sometimes tell me that what'.they fear is the loss of a function 
like sight of hearing, or being the last of a circle of good friends to 
Su££ive, or poverty. None of those matters worries me to any great ex
tent. The nemesis that gives me the shudders is the strong danger that 
I’ll end my life with years in which, privacy is unattainable. If I 
liy© a.long while, it’s quite probable that I’11 reach the’ in-between 
condition of fairly good health but constantly lessening strength and 
then will come the pressure from all sides to go into a rest home where 
Regular meals, practical nurses, and freedom from household responsibil
ities will be lavished upon me. I’ve been in most of this area’s rest 
hon^.s on visits and in one of them as a guest, and I imagine that they 

T,rMr®r.,4’i.ite representative of .the breed everywhere. " Some are luxurious, 
orfe'- is ,not as well-kept as the average dairy barb, but all. share the one 
trait it’s almost impossible for a person staying in a' rest home to 
.MyO privacy. The old people1- wander all day and half the night up and 

’ d.pwn; the halls like superannuated fans at a never-ending convention, 
room-hopping. The' staff members are’constantly bustling into the rooms



•CO water a flower or to dry off a careless old fellow. Visitor's‘ pay no 
attention to the assigned hours'for paying calls. A single room is al
most prohibitively expensive and doesn’t do much good as far as privacy 

,. js concerned. I’m.not quite the hermit that I pretend to be, nor am I 
a real socializer, but I fear that a rest home is no place for a middle- 

■ of-the-roader in gregariousness. .The frightening prospect of this kind 
/of hectic end to my years has caused me to think seriously about the 
advantages of becoming an all-out religious hypobrite. Old folks’ homes 
run by churches are a trifle more humane in this way than those that are 

of it-making projects. The bld fellow who lived across the street from 
mo finally recognized that it wasn’t safe for mim to stay by himself In 
a big. house with nearly complete loss of vision and a variety of less 
serious old age problems. He has .been a pillar of the church that I’m 
supposed, to attend for a couple of generations. So. he solved his per
sonal problem by a simple trade. He gave his house to. the' church, which 
will use' it as a parsonage for-the assistant pastor, and the old fellow 
gets.in return lifelong residence privileges at the National Lutheran 
Home in Washington,. D.C. He’s' ecstatically happy there. Pretending'to 
swallow church doctrine wholly, while, actually taking only an occasion-5' 
al,nibble, has always disgusted me. .But for the right to have an hour

-two to myself assured by some such, deal, I’ve begun to wonder if I 
should begin to occupy.the spot on the end of the pew that Mr. Alvord ' 
has abandoned. . • •' • : • ■ ■ , .

Less alarming is something"else that will undoubtedly arrivebe- 
fore J.ong; the feeling that I’m growing old. So far, it’s completely . 
absent. Without the evidence of .the calendar and memories, I wouldn’t . 
believe that I’m getting older.' T can’t' detect any bodily or mental 
change resulting from the shift'into middle • age. I have the strength 
and endurance- thatI had twenty years ago. This isn’t saying much, but 
it’s consoling ! to know that it’s no worse-than it was. I still walk 
rasuer. than almost anyone in Hagerstown, even when there’s no reason to 
hurry, simply Decause I like the sensations and don’t get tired or- ; 
shof twinded even after something- as memorable as my nonstop hasty trek 
from-d,own town Pittsburgh to Forbes Field a year or two ago. I believe- 
that X-play the /piano a trifle better than I used to do, with somewhat 
less playing tins per week.' My typing speed seems to remain station
ery. Digestive processes have actually improved: sauerkraut no longer 
has the apocalyptic effects on me that it produced ten years ago, and I 
can eat the ham pot pie at the Peoples store in Public-Square without 
rousing with nighttime agony more.'than 50 per cent of the time, a bet
ter record than most Hager st onians can assert-. Insomnia is something 
that never bothers me. During the past two- winters, I thought that I ' 
detected a new aversion to cold weather.. But. some • self-analysis soon 
reassured nX The groans that I was uttering every time I stepped, in
to the. teeth of a 40-mile gale with the temperature below zero came-o' 
from thoughts of what-this-would do to the fuel oil supply, not be- -X 
cause of physical discomfort. Up to now, I: haven’t succeeded in find
ing an equally convincing solution to/'another mild question: if I’m 
not feeling the. effects of old age, why di d I sleep" with socks on, two 
exceptionally frigid nights this winter? • ••••

But -even assuming that old age won’t slow me down for a while, I 
must acknowledge' that there is no Idiiger time to do all that I would .. 
like to accomplish' and .that I must -increasingly think about choosing a '■ 
fe-.v of the many possibilities.. Travel ,is a nuisance that I avoid., but' 
I would:.'still like to see- much more tif/the nation and world and it’s 
obvious thatX'11 never become persbiigtlly acquainted with the entire’ 
planet. t-If I could- get some acquaintance with one state in one week, 
I could use up all .my vacation time between now and the age of 60 just



learning to know the United States, and then there wouldn’t be much hope
. of a thorough inspection of the rest of the world. Most of us get an

.. . early intimation of mortali ty on about the third visit, to the public li
’ brary, when we realize that tte ambition to read everyth'5ng on the

shelves acquired during the first visit isn’t practicable. But around 
this' stage of life, a person must face the fact that the possibility of 
getting to know thoroughly all the great literatures of the world has 
been lost, because’ he’s frittered away his first half or two-thi rds of 
life with the product of English-speaking authors, most of whom lived 
ip the 19th and 20th centuries. I suppose that I would have time to get 
to know thoroughly^ love adequately., the literature of two or three oth- 
e JI .tongues, if I put my mind to it but even here there are barriers; if 
I -chose an oriental literature, for instance, ten* per cent or more of 
the reading years would be lost while I struggle to learn the language 
well enough to enjoy the works in the original versions. Experience . 
comes from advancing years and in my case at least a realization that 
things are not as obvious and simple as they appeared on the surface a : 
while back. One block of Hagerstown was almost the same as every other 
block, not too long ago. Nov/ I sense or imagine that I sense that there 
is„a- subtle different of atmosphere and outlook of the people in almost 
ev.ery block and it might be possible to spend spare time for a decade or* 
two at explorations of these differences.by looking closely at the hous
es,* talking to the people, sniffing the odors, and tracing neighborhood
patterns and evolutions in just this one'medium-size city. .

.•As a journalist, I believe that I inay have written a hundred news ■ 'r‘ 
stories based on speeches made at service club meetings or lectures giv
en to self-improvement groups or interviews with attorneys, based on one' 
subject: the importance of making a will long before it’s needed. -It’s ' 
discouraging to find that despite "all thi*s. exposure, I am still intest
ate. Perhaps the first really severe pain, or inexplicable bit of ad
vice from a physician will cause me to take care of the matter imine di - 
ately. But dying without, a will wouldn’t-upset me quite as much as it 
might the next person. I have no urge to. leave my entire possessions to 
the milkman or the Freedoms Foundation., Maryland’s laws, governing the 
disposition of estates when no wi 11 can be found is fair and perhaps my

Purgatory would be shortened if my. survivors weren’t expressing 
their sentiments toward me because of the. way I left instructions for 
my executor. However, for fandom’s sake I should do something about 
that last will and testament. It would be the only way to be fairly 
certain that my fanzines, correspondence, and even prozines would not 
be mistaken for junk.and destroyed the day after the funeral. While I 
think of it, if any fan should come running to Hagerstown to try to 
preserve for civilization such treasures, immediately after learning of 
my demise, I hope that he will advise whoever is in charge to look . 
carefully in all those boxes on the attic. •There’s a valuable silver 
service hidden inside a comforter in one of them,- and it would be a 
shame if it got .melted down in a bonfire. It’s .too big to fit in the 
safety deposit box.and I hate to leave anything obviously valuable • 
visible through the windows of a house that is empty so much of the time. 
Maybe the Hadio Guides will turn up during the search for the silver 
service. ; . .. . : - .

It must have be$n relaxing in the old days before modern doubts- 
a out the value of big funerals arose. A person growing old could.feel 
no need, to fret about whethe r he should leave instructions regarding 
linal rites, for their fom aid extent would be determined almost to the 
dollar by his station in life and economic condition. But the matter of 
my own funeral is one that leaves me dubious. Instinctively, I feel 
that a dead per son.should have the same freedom from prying eyes that he



receives at the moment of birth, an activity that is not, normally accom- ... 
panted by a large crowd of spectators, expensive flowers, and strenuous .. 
efforts to call attention of-the deity to something that- he’s undoubted
ly aware of anywa^. But I doubt that- 1’11 die without leav-5ng behind, at 
least a few friends whp. would be sorely-troubled if I were buried with
out most or all of the .traditional ceremonies.- It seems somehow mean 
to arrange things so that my abdication from this world should cause an
yone to worry about, neglect... of religious matters; ridiculous as those 
worries may seem 'to me. So I’ve done nothing-to prevent a norma 1 funer- : 
al for me, although I’ve tried desperately to tell all the people I know ’ 
well how much I object to attending funerals and if I am.granted ade- ’ 
quate. advance notice of my own final festivities, I imagine that I’ll 
try to spread the/word that I don’t want anyone to attend except the 
remnants of the family and a few particularly close friends. I certain
ly don’t want flowers. . If it weren’t for the danger of offending the 
religious sensibilities of good people, I think I would arrange as a 
sort of compromise a funeral service for me composed of just two things: 
the final movement of Mahler’s last symphony, and the reading of a few 
paragraphs by Mark Twain in which.he expresses his unconcern about re
turning to tile oblivion in whi ch he was so comfortable for all the mil- 
lenia before his birth. • . .

Curiously, I am as reluctant as the most fundamentalist Baptist to 
have ahythi-ng exdept the -standard planting -i’n a coffin underground. I . 
am revolted at the thought .of ’.cremation. , Still more do-I dislike the 
new project to freeze immediately after death all corpses -that haven’t 
been hopelessly mangled .for possible repairs and reanimation in whatev— 
er future century medical science may. make such things possible.- . It’s 
fine to read sciencq fiction stories in which the sleeper wakes in a 
distant century1. But .I’m too dissatisfied with the changes in my own • 
century to wit. to .ret urn' to /life Iji all-out strange surroundings. Be
sides, I can’t believe that the human mind would survive such a proced
ure, when even a few se.conds’ heart failure is usually enough to make v 
the individual saved by some drastic measure little better than a vege-' 
table through deterioration of vital cells in that brief time. Maybe. : ...
this unreasoning preference to spend eternity shut up underground in a : ’ 
box derives f'roih the'fact that this prospect, boring thoughitmay.be,' 
is one-of- thefuture events on whi ch I can really count and any ' 
other arrangements that 1 might , propose could be changed by the whim of . 
a survivor., Bhrrfng a nuclear war or some improbable accident that 
would make impossible t.p find my body, it is virtually certain that ’ 
I know thg.J^ery spot where" I.’ll be plunked down some future afternoon, 
and it’s? somehow restful to think of this one stable prospect in ah oth- ; 
erwise changing world, r . / ■ ■ /- ' ' ..

Air this sounds, and" is quite materialistic. But I feel more firfitly " 
with inc reapingage. that it’s silly to be atheistic*- I don’t for a mom
ent believe that there is a literal original sin or that it makes a dei-- 
ty happy to hear hymns pf praise rising just after the collection plate 
has gone round on.Sppday.mornings. /.But all men, myself fi rst and fare- 
most among them, are' so stupid, so unwilling to recognize obvi ous truths 
and to see what js displayed under, their very noses; I have ah uneasy 
feeling that a real religious truth’ or two may be offered us every day 
and we igpore.it as completely as a previous generation ignored the op
portunity to straighten out other untruths by use of the scientific meth
od of ‘experimenting. In this :enormous universe-,, there must be creatures 
of godlike* pwer’s and .natures on more than one planet, if there is no ’
god responsible .for i.he whole, shebang. If I find it impossible to be- 
lieTfe in the;4 literal hasurreciion, of/the body in this world, I reserve 

right ;tp .aspume that. something analogous could occur in any of a

igpore.it


oevy of ways that we-now believe only in the sense that they represent - 
themes for science .;f1 ctioh' stories. Time travel might do it, with or ; 
without the assistance of the; sidewise .in time concept® For that mat
ter, I retain, a-sneaking fondness- for the theory that everything is 
bound to happen s-gain .if the universe is infinite in time. It’s diffi
cult to believe, but I imagine that a germ that spends its life crawl
ing from one peak to another in a groove in a record would find it even 
harder to understand . that his home represents a portion of a tone that .. 
lasts one ten.thousandth, of a second and was .emitted by the throat of 
a human being who died at the hands of relatives this germ has never . '
met, a quarter-century, ago. If you object that such intervention by 
wise and powerful creatures from another star does not represent the 
supernatural, I. shall reply that a great deal of science fiction has 
become reality in recent years, a change that.has occurred-with little 
or no effort on our part. ,... ;

There is one other aspect of aging that keeps i itrudi ng*-into the 
mind more .insistently as the years pass. In the last mailing, Elmer 
conjectures-  ̂ just turned up her toes and died when the pros
pects for continued life became too painful.in nature. Would I try to 
follow her example? . This is one' of the ■ matters-that I simply can’t : i..,, 
figure out in .adyaij.pe. / I could go down a list, of di seases and organic p/ 
di sorders, *-cpickihg! out those Which I feel today that I would fight r.:. ..
against, if Ij-fouhd myself mortally ill from them, and others that are. .. 
so uncomfortable and hard to survive that I don’t think I would do bat
tie with. . But I’ve seen enough friends react unexpectedly—in both ’ 
way to avisudden .serious Illness that I’m unwilling to wager on my own . 
behavior.-rThOr;record of i?he pa'st is ambiguous in .this respect. One — . 
winter, I staggered around.for ten days with a steadily worsening cold, 
finally .went ■;to ’a doctor—when coughing becane so painful that I could . 
not remain--upright after'a spell of it, the physician found fluid on my 
lungs, ordered me to a hospital, and I refused to go. It was another 
two months—before I was free from all pains .around the chest. I never 
did find out- 5^ Lt was pneumonia or pleurisy. The sickest spell before 
that occurred-.the last "time I missed a FA>PA mailing, late in 1943, when 
intesinal flu kept me laid up for three weeks and caused me to collapse 
as totally as-the fluid in the lungs should have ..accomplished. I got 
gold stars in the hopsital during both stays for fearless conduct when 
it was time-to try to walk on crutches and later, to use the legs again 
but this may not really cpunt. There is something,, elementary and com
prehensible -about a broken! bone and I trusted medical science enough to 
feel confident that nature had taken its course- in knitting the frac
tures; this does not mean that I would be fearless if I were told that 
my damaged heart was now capable of handling a.-walk up a flight of 
stairs. One thing that I—probably wouldn.lt do . i s; .to go far and spend 
much for the best treatment of any normal.'sont. of serious illness. I 
feel pretty'.sure? that I would reason that?the - percentage of better 
hope resulting from trips to the Mayo Cl-’nic--would be counteracted by 
the danger of"getting clobbered in a traveling’accident.

So here 1 sit, with a key case in my pocket that- contains both a 
key to the office -and a key that used to be tb the office before the 
door and lock were—replaced; annual passes to Henry’s Theater for both 
1964 and. 1965 in my-billfold; a list of opera, scores.-available from 
Enoch Pratt Free Library tucked between two pages of my .notebook des
pite the fact that I’ve been buying scores instead...of borrowing them 
for the past three years; and a desk calendar for 1965 in which at 
March’s end I’ve not yet written a line. Thinking of those diverse ob
jects and looking at all the stencils that I’ve cut for this one arti
cle, 1 can reach only one conclusion: I’m getting old.

wouldn.lt


'T'' : • '' ' ' ‘ ■ Great; Scott. . ; .' .... .. ...

‘ Afew yearsback■ the union rescue, mission store was acquiring" in 
plenftic!:.quantities whole sets...of.books. Often one or two volumes were 
mis"s'ingfrom' the. sets, there were.occasional evidences that mice had 
been interested in the literature between the covers, but I nonetheless 
invested considerable sums in these books, usually at the rate of a 
dime, per volume. I told myself that after all, I’d find time to read 
all those books someday. As it turned out, I really did plow, through 
most of .tiie. sets from start, to end. However, the dust grew velvety on 
the exterior of the Coopers, arid the Scotts as they lay informally on 
the attic floor. You will learn nothing about my opinions of Cooper 
at this .time, because I still haven’t had the heart to dive into the 
huge' pages of tiny print in the set devoted to him. But one Saturday 
a month:, or. two ago, it was too i c.y .out for me to go outside the house 
on myiday, off, and something impelled me to see if Sir Walter is real
ly as absurd and...unreadable a novelist as he’s reputed today. -1.

Six novels .later, and with a number of volumes still unread,. ! 
feel that Scott was neither the 'fine novelist that his readers believed 
early in the 19th century., nor as bad as the literary people of today 
would have us believe. Like most novelists,, his output is-very uneven, 
both from book to.book and within each book. But there are redeeming • 
qualiti es, that .have kept me reading. Mainly, I’m interested in/Si-f.. 
Walter a$ an influence on adventure fiction written by later genera-/ 
tions of au thors, and for the. .sense of good'humor and lightheartedness 
that keeps peeping through. even, the worst melodrama and bathos. I get 
the feeling.that Scott wrote'down deliberately but inserted .enough ■ 
subtleties to appeal to the few readers of intelligence while they went 
unnoticed by the boarding school, girls of old England. .

■ It would take a person much, more familiar .with Eng li sh literature 
than I am, to argue successfully my. theory that Scott ’ s fiction influ
ences even today’s sword and sorcery stories that are written by men 
who’have'never read a chapter,of one of the Scott .novels'. But I. imag- . 
ine’ that• the scholar with plenty of reference materials and ample time 
could ci te comparative texts to show how Sir Walter, popularized so many 
of the gimmicks of plotting and characterization that are still indis
pensable. After all, it is not necessary for a great great grandparent 
to survive to see'the birth of a child who inherits a shade of hair-.qr 
shape 'bf nose,'.' four or five generations later. J. >.//’

■’TWhrudest Scott novel that I’ve read to date is the one that was 
the most' fun'to read, in one sense.* It is almost like a parody.of the 
action story'of today and yesterday, made bearable de spit e or perhaps, ., . 
because of the preposterous dia-$qg'and deadpan descriptive matter. A .. 
Negro siavb is a ’’sable friend” and one of the heroines is an "accomp- . 
lished daughter”. Sir Walter'cheats his readers in the most barefaced . 
manner. ’Agelastss, for instance, Ts'7described at the start of one 
chapter as "having-taken such dieasures as occurred to him to ensure the 
success of the conspiracy”'. This Yatist be -the granddaddy of the famous' 
episode of" the blood "and thunder writer who"couldn’t think of away to 
save a hero from the hands of the’ villain, and wrote: "’Vi th a mighty - 
effort, Blake extricated himself from h’s "predi came nt. ” Nonetheless'/ 
this story about the crusades contains many traits that fiction writ
ers can?t abandon even today, like the preliminary doubt over whether 
the people who run the show are good guys or bad guys. One of the 
charming "features of this' particular set of Scott is the existence at 
the -end of each novel of ari "index” that lists all the characters and ' 
placed for each major occurrence in the story. Some faint idea of the 
*1 forgot the title, alas: "Count Robert of Paris". '



catholicity .of ..episode can: be gained by glancing at some of these ent
ries. ' Fdr Count Robert himself, for instance, we find: ’’Challenged by 
Hereward, 181; destroys the lions of Solomon,•194; drugged by Alexius., :
198; encounter with tie tiger ^n the dungeon, 201; and with the ourahg- ’ 
outang, 219; dresses its wound, 214; slays the warder, 216.” Or, for 
one of the yoiftig-ladies,: Countess Brenhilda: ’ ”Her warlike wooing, 148; 
her first display of feminine weakness, 157; smites down the Scythian, 
167.; insulted by the Caesar, 179; with him in the gardens, 236;... 
deiends the faith with her dagger, 30 i; mounts the walls of Jerusalem, 
387.” Thi s novel threatens to come to a disastrous and untimely end, 
when Sir waiter somehow finds himself suddenly describing a tremendous 
fight between his two heroes. Each of these heroes is equally manly 
and flawless, bp.th are totally invincible, and it seems impossible that 
there can be any outcome other than simultaneous destruction of both. 
But .the novelist is equal to the occasion. Both heroes suddenly sink- 
their battleaxes into the turf and the Count remarks, in a typically 
casual.manner of talking: ”1 presume my honorable antagonist has by ’ 
this time satisfied the desire which brought me under his challenge, 
and which certainly had no taste in it of personal or private quarrel. ■ 
On my part, I .retain towards him such a sense of personal obligation . 
as would render my continuing this combat, unless compelled to it by 
self-defence.,, a .shameful and sinful action.” , .

But make no-mistake. Despite his behavior in this novel, obvl*- : 
ously intended as'a lark for all concerned, Sir Walter can write in a . 
man:;er th±. the current reputation and our memories of schooldays en-’ev 
counters with Ivanhoe would never betray. If you-’can grit your teeth, u- 
and either ignore or learn the meaning of all the Scottish dialect, ' /-? 
you will find a more northerly set of Dickens characters in The Fortunes ’ 
of Nigel. Lord Glenvarloch Nigel himself is a sort of aristocratic 
David Copperfield. Sir Walter makes us regret that we learn nothing • ’
of his boyhood, where David is so memorable. But Nigel has the same 
sort of troubles from encountering a world that he is not quite pre
pared to cope with, and he finally stumbles through to success, aided 
no end by Li chie Moniplies, who might be the prototype for all the 
secondary herpes, from the novels of Dickens to the EC comics. r-.

Even mora redolent of Dickens is The Antiquary. Scott apparent
ly drew frcm real life Edie Ochiltree, the professional bum. Moreover^ 
this novel might be of interest to fans for its obvious parody epi- ■ ’ 
sodes spoofing the gothic horror novel. I know that Jane Austen did? ? 
much the samfe thing in one novel, but. certainly not with the tremendous ' 
energy and vividness of Scott. He introduces a German of dubious . 
character who tries to bilk some credulous old fellows with a salted '■ 
treasure, whereupon Edie stages a semblance of the supernatural that 
sends the German into conniptions, and in an oddly effective coda, 
Dousterswivel.blunders in his flight into a clandestine funeral held 
by the proscribed Catholics of the area. I feel a considerable, kinship 
with the Antiq.uarypliim.self, not from a similar fondness .for extremely r 
old things, but f'dr the bridging of time and space between the clutter '
in my attic and the disorder in his room. "A large old-fashioned oak
en table was covered wi th a profusion'of papers, parchments, books, - ’ :
and nondescript trinkets and gewgaws, which seemed, to have little to , 
recommend them,,, be Si .des rust and the antiquity which it indicates.' In.'. ~ 
uhe midst of tirib wbeck of ancient books and utensils, with a gravity -" : ' 
equal to Marius among - the ruins-: of’• Carthage, d,at a large black cat , ? ‘
which, to a atj^psti t$<pus eye, might have present ed-t he genius loci, T'3'..! 
the tutelar d^mdh\of.-,the. apartment.1 The flooras well as the table !‘ 
and chairs, wlas Q,Verflowed. by-the same mare magnum.;of miscellaneous ’



trumpery, where it would have been as impossible to find, any individual 
article wanted, as to put it’‘to any use when discovered.” There is . 
the true fannish instinct at work. •'

■ The Rai r Maid of Perth is the most familiar title among these nov
els, perhaps, because we occasionally hear a suite from the music by 
Bizet with that title. This is a more straight-faced historical nov
el that exhibits strongly one matter that must have been an obsession 
with Sir waiter: the loss of a hand. I believe tint the leitmotif has 
turned up somehow every Scott novel that I have read, sometimes as : 
in thi s case when a warrior has his hand cut off in battle, sometimes 
when the loss of a hand is done deliberately as punishment for a crim
inal, and once the theme even bobs up in the form of the old legend of 
the hand of glory derived from a corpse. If I survive my journey 
through all these Scott novels, something that some local acquaintanc
es consider improbable, I must hunt up a biography to try to find a ' 
reason for this, and a critical study to ascertain if anyone else has 
noticed it. Sir halter calmly stops his story in several places in 
this novel to insert little essays on the philosophy of writing: "The 
incidents of a narrative, of this kind must be adapted to each other, 
as tpe wards of a key must tally accurately with those of the lock to 
which;it belongs. The reader, however gentle, will not hold himself 
obliged; to: rest .satisfied with the mere fact that such and such occur
rences took place, which is, generally speaking, all that in ordinary 
life lie-can,;knfw of-what is passing around him; but he is desirous, 
while- reading for amusement, of. knowing the interior movements occasion
ing the.course of events. This is a legitimate:, and reasonable curiosi
ty; fb-r every man .hath a right to open and examine the mechanism of his 
own watch, put together for his. proper- use, although he is not permit
ted. to pry into the interior of the- timepiece, which for general infor
mation is displayed .on the- town-steeple." • • " . ,

Qne of the most famous of the Scott novels, Wave-rley, did not ap
peal to me quite so much as the others. Perhaps this is for its lack 
of fi rst-rate secondary characters. But it shows particularly well 
how fully Scott anticipated most of the devices that are still used to 
keep adventure fiction popular: one scene left in a suspenseful moment . 
while attention shifts to another group of characters; rescues by up- 
known penefactors of the. good guys; fatal wounds that turn out not to 
have., killed the recipient , after all; and even cattle rustling in an • 
episode lhat starts the.-whole shebang off.

Like The Antiquary, Woodstock has.an important central episode in 
which apparently supernatural events are finally explained away. But 
curiously,- this novel is based on historical occurrences that are not 
as ea^jr to explain away. These are ’’some wonderful adventures” -that ' 
were experienced by roundheads who were occupyi ng the real Woodstock in 
1649. One..Joseph Collins later claimed credit for accomplishing the 
prodigies by means of trapdoors, fireworks, and hidden servants.- But 
I find the narration of the events by those who experienced them much 
more convincing than the explanation, and. a .poltergeist might have had 
its thunder stolen by someone who wanted to become a hero. It is note
worthy that the episode of the. large dog that .suddenly appeared in a 
closed room and then vanished beneath a. bed is not really explained by 
Collins: ' ’’The dog who began the farce was, aS Joe swore, no dog at all 
but truly-a bitch, who had- shortly before Whelped, in that room, and 
made all thi S disturbance- in seeking for^her puppies.” . \

I'hafdly thihk that we shall find a Scott fandom springing up to 
vie withTthe Burroughs- aiid-: Dbylb’ifandoms.; Blit I’ve' eVen found a hint . 
that Sir Walt er might have known that he Wduldh’t':;be' totally forgotten ' 
in a later age; Almost as if he’d been a pal df Robert Howard,' he lets 
drop an Oc casional’Casual reference to Conah. : Jk'. .



The Worst of Martin

WRITTEN IN.THE".STICK..... ..... - .
I prefer it this- way J Who made the rules? Or perhaps-it’ s my . 

normal perversity. Shall start with the colophon: 125 copies for FAPA ■ 
and a few other friends. (Last time we printed 150 copies so you see 
that cost us 25 friends. Two more issues and we’ll be down to FAPA oh
ly who, in a manner of speaking, can’t escape... .His aberrations'.and 
poppy seedlings—a hold out for sanity--in the agony of creation..'. 
v/lVLG—80 meters. :

So I quote myself.. .Last ish was a stupendous success. Ninety- - 
nine and forty-four one-hundredths of the readers labeled it complete- ’ ‘ 
ly ridi culous.. .No matter what you write someone will like it—my wife; 
has always been considerate. ' - . . '

In a vain attempt to be consistent I always claim I hate winter 
and look sad when summer ends. I should be allowed one exception—this 
year. Rather than take off on our vacation hike th-’s year (through the 
Appalachian Trail in Vermont ahd New Hampshire) we decided to do some ■ 
work around our new home. Two weeks vacation—well, we could spend one . 
week building .a patio'and terrace complete with fireplace, fountain, 
waterfall, sluiceway and pool, and then the second week we could.. .Tie.t ' ’ 
was four weeks ago and I’m still up to ass in cement.- Tie few friends 
I have left tell-me it’s shaping-up. But I catch them glancing at each 
other out of the comer of my eye. One of them dodged me ■ on the street ■ 
the other day—can’t understand why. He usually likes . to« talk about my - 
patio. Everytime I saw him we used to discuss, it for-d. haif-hour or so. '• 
..And the way the..neighbors keep all-'their darling, little monsters 
away. Not that that makes me -unhappy. The little * used to get into 
everything—dozens of them--millions! Firally had to whack one of them 
with a shovel (the flat side) and-'called him a * * * *. His mother was .. -
a mite irked. Didn’t hear a thing further about it,, though. The fathr- 
er’s even scrawnier than ys..,.These lengthy signed petitions are annoy- ' 
ing, though; What do they think--they-tan zone me out of the neighbor
hood? ‘ . ■ 'w-‘ . . ' ...... ^

Pass the . blood.. .Did you know- -human flesh tastes like pork?...I ’
knew you’d ba interested.. .Well, just this once...Who hires the people 
who sit in sunny.,parks all day?,.. ■ .

Now I’m.pot on binaural sound. Have all the parts but one—the 
expensive one# of course. Scott Laboratories, Stamford, Cojin., are 
the pioneers in binaural recordings. There are about fifty records ; 
available at this po-int—half being' test records of one type or ano th- 
er. The basic idea is a duplication of your entire high-fidelity re- ' 
cording system as you now have it.'' The record has two separate bands 
which are packed up simultaneously by a double pick-up arm. The two 
bands were recorded separately and simultaneously from a pair of micro- '■
phones about ten feet apart.'. .Well, your duplex pickup arm feeds - 
through a pair of amplifiers to a pair of speakers placed about 12 - 16- 
feet apart. Sir, the result is truly 3D sound. First listeners actual
ly duck when you send a chOo-chOo through the room. Of course, the 
Scott Co. ismpking available single- amplifiers which can be played mon
aural or binaural as you prefer ...The living room is really wired'at ' 
this point. The .main joy is a-16” Rek-O-Kut M5 overhead lathe, a 12” 
Rek-O-Kut turntable on the other side of the cabinet, in betwix a little 
45 changer, , ra. ..big old Wil cox..Gay wired in for special, effects,- a Knight ■■ 
20 watt hi-fi ^nplifi.er.,. .p home made patch board and vu meter set, np^kas--^ 
sorted mikes, arid, on an indeterminate loan,- a Magnepord.,,/.Unfortunately, < 
if anyone should want the news—there Isn’t a radit it the. house... -: 
Standard band-, thet is-jcthe lia^-r.ig is usually arouhd 3.7 me...Of



course, being a truly sensitive musician, I play records a few db over 
shout!rig level (then I can’t hear my wife complain). Got to hear all

- those notes-, you know. And the floor must vibrate with every low note. 
I’m never happier than when rearranging china and glassware...

• (*) Censored by those who do such things.
■ -■ The Science’Fiction Book ’Club, Garden City, New York, has my'
vote and backsheesh. Where else could I get all those favorites? 
Couldn’t afford all the original editions. I think of the majorit.y of 

-my books as "reading copies” anyway—although there are those in . • 
.prized condition. 5 ' . ;

• If so many are interested why not start a Perfumed Gharden or Ka
ma Soutra Clut dedicated to academic review “and progressive r.eseai- 

• ch. (I like that one: resear-ch—how about rese-carch, I mean, rese-
• arch.} . Ah, well,- back to business. ; -■ /

This is all less than 600 words. At 60 wpm it should have taken 
ten minutes at the outside. The fact that it; has taken a half-hour 
proves . s ome th ingr-prob ably my disorganized thoughts...
. : Re the attached "The Spirits Were1... "—the comments of FAPA will

• be appreciated. If as a "friend" you received a copy of "The Spirits
. Were" T--just want ■ you to know I don’t1 give a ghod damn what you. think 

- of it---unless, of: course, you like it. . •.Always glad to hear from you. 
- ; . i Ghreat ■ egoboo J . But le t ’ s fa c e i t, if, you: knew. anything ab out the 

subject you’d be a member... ■ / : . ' ' . :
.............And'wi.th these kindly thoughts in mind, it is time to leave you.one 

and all. ’Tis time for?my hot and:?;,cdid baths, and those lovely, lovely 
shocks. First typsvriitep'I"ever shw without an oblique on it—good 
thing, I’d of cut my wrists mafiy a bundle...Quo vadis fen?

’ . . .. , . . Ed..Martin ■
. . . .. . Martian Headquarters

THE SPIRITS WERE... • . ' : ' . : .
The heavy table tilted to a sharp aigle. In the pitch darkness no 

one saw Queen Mary whisper into a microphone in her armpit.
"Easy on the table-, Shiela. You’ll dump us!" . .
The1 earphones under Queen Mary’s .turban sputtered: "Are you kid

din’?" ;;;; ’
« "You think I got nuthin’ else to. do with, a room full of anxious 
customers?" ■ Queen TMary almost raisedJher voice with pique. "T can’t 
sec him but’ I’ll bet Shorty Waldo is ori'ctip-toe to keep the circle."

-.q.- "But, Mary," said the earphone.s. r"J haven’t even started yet."
- . "Then the elevator has gone. nuts. Dp something! "

f The table settled back to the floor for a moment. Then one side 
began to oscillate slowly up and. down. The movement ..shifted to the 

..-■-otter side. Both sides tried to tilt resulting ’ n a smooth undulating 
movemait as though it were floating on a res.tl.ess sea. .. .

Queen Mary felt at sea herself. "How are you. do in ’that? "she 
asked the microphone suspiciously-. : .

"What?" Under the circumstances it ’an intelligent reply from 
Shiela. She ha d no way of Seeing what was;-Fgbing on. She was in the 
prop room in the cellar below. The simple .question, however, only in— 
furiated Queen Mary. .... ;

"Never mind! "she finally repeated. "The elevator must of'gone 
.t nuts." ‘ : ' ' ;'r: . . ’ '
:• . Mrs. Perkins gave a little scream and almost, broke, the circle when 

the table began to move towards her, pushing against her. chain. The ' 
people on each side of" her'quickly, said: yshushj". . j f ?
(To be continued next issue; reprinted from the winter, 1954, issue of 
Grotesque, written and published for FAPA by Ed Martin, Berlin, Conn.)



Hagerstown Journal

- January 18—When the new editor took command, he was anxious not to 
disturb the routine of the office until he ha.d become well acquainted 
with the situation. Fo r. th? s reason, he decided to continue the Sunday 
off procedure: ‘alternating days off on Sunday for the editor and for me. 
He was dubious .about this matter, clearly wanting a five-day week at 
least every other week, yet wondering if it was safe to leave things in 
my hands that long every fortnight. Practically everyone assured him 
that nothing catastrophic had happened on Sundays that the previous edi
tor look off. With forebodings, instructions, and reluctance, the new . 
editor took yesterday off. I got to work before he did today. He dodged 
tie workmen Who were tearing up the floor of the office, walked around 
the piles of tom and "twisted ceiling panels, looked in vain for his 
desk,' and told the inquiring firemen that he had no idea where the drop 
cloths had been put. I rummaged under a pile of papers that had been 
dumped from the filing cabinets, pulled out a watersoaked-Morn*ng Her- 
aid, :and showed it to him as positive proof that we’d gotten the paper 
out despite his taking the day off. He was about to ask me for further • 
details when someone called up from the composing -room that the linotype 
was about'to fall over, and I went down .to watch. I had arrived for du
ty oh Sunday around 1 p.m. on the coldest day of winter, and found, the 
temperature in the building ten degrees,-lower than the outside air. 
This;in itself is nothing to worry about, because there is no watchman 
on duty from 5:30 p.m. Saturday on, and we occasionally run out of fuel 
oil over the-weekend. I called, the publisher who;)-told me to call.the 
circulation manager who for reasons top complex to describe here has 
charge of the furnace, and he said he would have a man- come in and fix 
the heat situation. The teletypes and. perforators refused to. operate, 
whether from-the cold or mechanical failure, I couldn’t get the. material 
for the editorial page because a desk, drawer was frozen shut, I discov
ered while trying to take notes' from a telephone call that graphite pen
oils do not operate at those temperatures, and when I tried to write up 
the story, I learned that the ■Malfunction extended to my typing fingers. 
The wirephoto machine wouldn’t budge from frost and the reporters who 
were supposed to be on duty took one look at the temperature on the ther
mostat and went back home. Four hours later, the repair man finally lo-^ - 
cated the source of the trouble, a clogged up nozzle *n the oil burner, ' 
and I was closer to panic than ever before in my journalistic career: ■'<
four-hours of AP copy completely lost,-all the local news yet to be writr- 
ten,-- no pictures possible until the ice melted in the developer, and the. 
composing room men due in an hour with nothing for them to do. Somehow 
I got things done, we went to press a quarter-hour ahead of the normal..., •. 
time, and my only concern as I vmt home .was that I couldn’t remember- .. . 
if I’.d locked the front door -boh* nd me<i- Fifteen minutes after I’d gone, 
the heat from the rejuvenated furnace completed the task of melting the.-, 
ice that had sealed shut the gaping wounds *n the frozen.water pipes 
above the news room.. Two members of the sports -department were st ill,i.i 
sitting around talking when, water began gushing from several spots in ' 
the ceiling. Apparently through the laws, of affinity, this set of gey
sers put the sprinkling system into action. The sprinkling system acti
vated the fire alarm. One sports writer grabbed a- camera and started, 
to take pictures while the other began to. carry. typewriters, into an'ar- . 
id area. Meanwhile, firemen were banging on the front door, trying to., ,,'f. 
get in. I’d locked .it, sure enough.-. They finally -gained access through' 
the press room and went scurrying all-over the^place-j -looking for .$14 . 1 
fire. - ’A' linotype operator who had ney.er; beeh noted for mental brilli^nae". 
in the past was . the. hero. He was ths one who thought - it might be ,a'g6q r̂l.



idea to slip down into the ba seme nt and; turn off the valve tint controls 
the water input, from the main. . The next morn’ng'1/ they counted up»the : 
damage. ’ The ceiling of . the large room and the flooring were wrecked be
yond all hope’of. redemption, every piece of machinery required complete 
overhaul and some of it had to be replaced, the lighting and much of the 
wiring were one with the ages, and water that had gushed through the 
cony and proof conveyor belt to the composing room had caused the wood
en floor to swell tremendously, threatening to topple over the lino
type. The-afternoon paper, staff had been .working. ’ n an inch or two of 
water, forcing the company to finance new shoes for all the girls be- 
fere .midday. ; One of..the sports writers was angry because they wouldn’t
run ;his pictures, and in fact there was so much excitement that it was 
Tuesday afternoon until we finally remembered to publish a story about, 
the coming of the waters. . But then, we always tell the. publi c that we > 
give, them the- late'news>. The new editor waS sure that what was going to 
happen to me-Woul d be much.worse than what happened to the officei But 
locking that■ ffont door after we go to press is a rule even more strict < 
than--omitting clergymen from the list of persons fined fof drunkenness; 
I’d notified early in the afternoon the publisher and executive editor ... 
of -the limpendi rg frost crisis and neither had done more than shift re- • 
spo&aib ility to someone else/..leaving them embarrassed;' and exploration' 
of the rodf area revealed that the-pipes had been on the point of freez
ing -even with-heat in the,, building, because, there were a lot of big ‘ 
holes ^* n-the outer roof from, unknown causes. It looked as if I’d be un-; •• 
affected by. the whole mess until .1 got the news a little later. Now Trm 
on a five>day Week. I don’t have to vzork any Sundays’ at all after this. 
The new: edito-r" is. taking ^y.ery Friday off, and you should sea the lines 
of wepry that show Up. on his forehead every Thursday. ...... -

j.^March’ 23—Hagerstown elected a new mayor today. The gentleman-who’ 
had hold-the . office for the past eight years did not run again, report- 
edlynbecause he’s been promised a <>17,000 job supervising the Appalachia 
program id' Maryland’s poverty-stricken section, the section that sur- 
rounds-me -at' this moment. This, outgoing mayor could serve as the main 
figure .in a 'good ;humorous sketch if it weren’t for one drawback. It 
would-be etoo mucl?-like Thurber’sc ’’The Night 'The Ghost Opt In”. About 
once, eve.ry sfx months, her would boil over completely at the .county com
missioners end visit their Tuesday.-meeting.' The girls in the outer-of
fice would hold him up as long as possible but he always got in eventu
ally^ "rHe? Would sit down and glower: harder;and harder for hours and 
hours untilthe'/t en si on became almost unbearable, then would, erupt, us- 
ually-over the disputed strip .of territory that runs, for one mile out
side the^ity-iimits./ The city charter ;alleges that the city has full 
right. to octtetrol and govern in this territory and the county claims 
that .the-ci ty can’t have any say outside: its; boundaries. Neither side 
has tte-io^arage:-:;to test in the courts the section of the city charter, 
and the squabbling goes on and on over road rights of way, subdivision 
rules, athd? "similar eyents in this no man’s land. The only people this 
mayor htetes"<tibre: titen county commissioners arfe reporters. He’s con- “ 
vineed-thatt'they never quote him correctly, and he can prove it because 
he usually Wits until a reporter-has . slipped-out to the bathroom to 
make an -importafi€; statement- in .a meetings - His city.administration was < 
marked by-eveiy’;kind of financial troublea couple of times, Hagers
town was; dipwhi’ight ‘ brokeand once dead dogs cluttered'up lawns because . 
the re wasn’t ehough.  ..inOney to pay .someone to take them away. Curiously, 
this fumbli^-ai^/'poll tics-motivated mayor Was a real hero on one occa
sion. •. iAlrin"gc nf ^-.fipst term, the city and state-worked out arrange
ments to-eliminate the grade crossings that had long hampered traffic 
on the only four streets leading into the western part of town. The 



project- involved! relocation of both the Pennsylvania Railroad and West
ern Maryland Railv-ay. tracks, four sturdy bridges, an embankment one- 
third of a mile;.in length, and various other Chores; The work began 
with appropriate ceremonies, and a couple df weeks later the mayor 
paid -a visit, getting in the way of the workmeri and causing black looks 
from those who weie-actually doing what poli'ti bians like-him had been? ' 
fumbling, with f or rdecad.es. Just when the. cons true ti-dn-men thought the 
mayor was tiredy he.tapped a foreman on the shoulder and asked why^-the 
work was -in- progress here. . It was supposed to be going on nearlyna? : 
block away, the mayor, said. The foreman hunted around until he found;-, 
some blueprint s-y • consulted a higher authority, there'was a hasty con- ; 
ference,- and.-.by; gpily, <the mayor was right, f Nobody had noticed the c - . ,; 
fact that they’d- been digging in the wrong place.’1
* February 17--The idea that we are property must have been given/ > 
its strongest boost when the first' issue of Unknown published ah'<!Ertaio ‘ 
Frank Russell novel based on that premise. However, ever • since I was ' 
a little boy, that concept- has been in the minds of local persons and 
now the process-is just about completed.; ;lt-isn’t vitons or lirbtle 
green men who own us, but Jt. ’,. s. the outside i nterest s that have?-'almost -
completed their long project, of taking.cdntrol of Hagerstown. 'I sup
pose- that it’s a part of hi s+.dri cal 'ne cessi ty that big business shall ; 
swallow.up smaller business, .'and .undoubtedly there was a time when the , - 
Hagerstown firms were looked-upon with thfe; same di strust and resent- . . 
ment when they were driving out ..of ..exi stence the ' country stores’ and?- b-.-r 
two-man milling businesses that once...were..numerous 4n rural areas. ' 
But it:’s the -procedure that you see-happeni ng yea'r by yeaf , not the 
activity that you read about in social studies class, that sticks in 
the memory. .- When I was smalli the .city o^ Hagerstown "was undergoing,-;, 
the second- stage of this process as applied.'to retailing. First? .had n- 
co-neaat some time in the, dim past the dime Store's whi ch seem to havexq - 
be en-we loomed by everyone as supplying a needy that local business -had ' 
not attempted to-cope with, but now the 1‘ess widely-known outside • ?■.-■
firms were. beginning to open local branches, sometimes a big one like .-, 
Monky Ward, on other occasions an obscure corporation that had only 
four'other -stores, in nearby Pennsylvania and was juht 'starting. -to grow. ... 
The old familiar Hagerstown stores held their own against the outside 
firms, much better than anyone foresaw, until one inevitable trend ap
peared. The men who had founded or built to prosperity the locally 
owned shops began to- grow' old. Some sold out to the outsiders, others 
soldHto; incompetent local interests and lived long enough t:o see??the 
storel sicken and close,- others insisted 6ft?keepihg "cha rge afteni.theiy-a■< ', 
were no longer capable of keeping up with 'Changing tastes of custom--- 
ers.a5 Most ?of -these aging merchants fi t a-pattern. ■’ They'paid hear- 
starvation wages to. clerks but looked out for the clerk during a long rj ; 
illness-and helped his family if he had to'-be fired for drinking.- -. 
They made no . effort to introduce modem mercharidising methods like 
their chain competitors,,but they took a personal i nterest in many cus- . 
tomersand kept a faithful clientele among the city’s big spenders 
that- way.- They werer loyal to church, lived a long time,. and led abso- 
lately, rhone st, -regular. lives. They had £ heir foibles. The? Bnmert 
brothers resisted, change, in the i nterior17 of'their hardware store to an,, 
ftitefit unparalleled in. the valley and photographers came from all over 
wbeho-the last of- them died and the .store bui-ldi ng was sold to -be razed • 
for’an expanded..Newberry’s, because it was-one Of the last survivors . 
of' the old way of merchandising: no stock room at ahi, so that the 
customer -Jo qu ld; see if',^ypu did. or did not; haVe it on- hand, and a cash- 
iar- suspended in- the jalr* in. a wire cage above the floor, perhaps be-- 
catfMfe’- that was-;the;.^ahzFy way'.when the. 'business foifaad to keep mice .from )I;-, 
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across the toes of the girl. Old Charlie Eyerly was generally thought 
to have kept his- faculties intact to the end of his long life, for his 
big department store was quite prosperous. But when his widow sold it 
to a Pennsylvania chain around 1955, the first thing the new owners 
did was to haul hundreds of pounds of women’s gaiments out of the base
ment and pack the gaiments for .shipment to needy Europeans: they were 
coats, hats and dresses that had failed to sell before World War One 
and were no longer fashionable enough even for the conservative women 
of Hagerstown. This winter, sone of the few surviving locally con
trolled stores have surrendered. More than 50 years ago, four Leiter 
siblings had opened a large department store, the two surviving broth
ers had'found financial troubles increasing in recent years, they kept 
go-1’ng through one last Christmas shopping; season in defiance of court 
action over unpaid bills for merchandise, and finally sold out just in 
time to prevent spending their last years ina poorhouse. An equally 
large store in the town square, specializing in women’s wear, is a 
ghostly place how, with perhaps two per cent of its interior devoted to 
merchandising, the rest carefully hidden from view because it’s totally 
empty and this firmmaycoiiapse before it gets sold because one of the 
ovners has just had a stroke. Two years ago, there were four downtown 
stores devoted in one way or another to music; today ttere are only one 
downtown and another in a shopping center: a couple failed, a third com
bined with the chain music, store in the shopping center; Allen Myers 
continued to operate the grocery and gift store across from city hall 
that is a part of Hagerstown tradition, but the number of customers who 
were deaf to the sifen call of ,the supermarkets got depleted by death, . 
and last fall he closed up the grocery store, keeping -the gift business 
open. Some thing of the sort has been happening in industry, but here 
the process has not been ah obvious., partly because outside purchasers 
of a factory usually must retain the'foimer owners as a part of manage
ment for their knowhow, partly because the average person does not have 
much contact with an industry unless he works for it. But the amalga
mation of industry can be more serious to a town of Hagerstown’s size. 
The large'corporation that expands by buying up smaller plants has a 
bad habit of closing down its new acquisitions after a few years, so it 
can operate one large factory more.economically than five old snail 
ones. I doubt that there are more than a half-dozen Hagerstown ind ts- 
t/ries 1 n full control by local persons. Carborundum gobbled up Ttengborn 
Corporation a couple of years :ago, when the only survivor of the part
nership that had made quite a good thing out of sandblasting equipment 
grew too old to worry with managenent:any more. Lionel bought out the 
Porter Chemical Company whose chemistry sets made children happy nation
ally. Just this winter, the building,where Hagerstown’s aviation Indus
try began was finally sold to some dubious-looking people who claim they 
are going* to do some fabricating work there after a couple of years.
But perhaps the saddest sight is the old Stickell Mill, an enormous 
structure that turned out feed for chickens throughout the East for many 
decades-ahd undoubtedly is responsible for the huge pigeon population of 
Hagerstown. ’ It Was sold, to outside interests a couple of years ago, and 
then one- day passersby were startled to see men up on the roof beginning 
to remove the walls and tossing machinery out throi gh the gaps. The 
truth became known pretty soon, ... Interests in Israel had not only pur
chased the mill but had decided to ship it to that nation, lock, stock 
and feed barrel. A layman might think that it would be cheaper to build 
a new structure over there and transport only.-the machinery, but this is 
the way they ’re doing; it. The mi 1 j,; is about halfway down now, looking 
niore and more like a 'Symbol of a declining small city. I don’t wish Is
rael bad luck, but I hope, th^at. the pigeons, accompany their food source.


